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Who am I?
I’m a cat lover and enthusiast since forever. For the last 10 years I’ve been breeding Bengal
cats. I show a lot, I clerk a lot and I’ve recently joined the Judging Program as a trainee.
I’m also a member of TICA’s Computer Committee. A very big chunk of my life is dedicated to TICA. When it’s not about cats, then computers and books step in: I work as a
programmer and system administrator and the best thing to help me relax is a good book.
Why me?
I’ve joined TICA when I bought my first Bengal cat in 2008 and I’ve been dedicated to this
organization ever since. Together with my husband, Jakub, we launched TICA in Poland.
It wasn’t easy, but we managed to change people’s perspective over the years and now we
are no longer “FIFe & WCF” country - we are “FIFe, TICA & WCF”. I have lots of experience when it comes to promoting TICA in new environments and I hope to use that
knowledge in the future.
My goals for my term as RD would be to:
- always take care of my region: inform EN members about all the goings-on in TICA, ask
their input and resolve their problems;
- support TICA’s growth internationally: for starters by making sure that more and more
informations and tools for members are translated;
- support TICA taking steps into 21st century: we need better IT systems in place, more
functionality in TDS on-line, better communication with members about paperwork;
- give TICA’s members and clients more options, starting with overhaul of membership
system: cheap electronic only membership vs. membership with printed materials like
TICA Trend
- make sure that TICA is about cats and that our motto of Fabulous felines, fun and friendship
stays true.
If you want the same, vote for me :)

